Latent pathway activation and increased pathway capacity enable Escherichia coli adaptation to loss of key metabolic enzymes.
The ability of biological systems to adapt to genetic and environmental perturbations is a fundamental but poorly understood process at the molecular level. By quantifying metabolic fluxes and global mRNA abundance, we investigated the genetic and metabolic mechanisms that underlie adaptive evolution of four metabolic gene deletion mutants of Escherichia coli (delta pgi, delta ppc, delta pta, and delta tpi) in parallel evolution experiments of each mutant. The initial response to the gene deletions was flux rerouting through local bypass reactions or normally latent pathways. The principal effect of evolution was improved capacity of already active pathways, whereas new flux distributions were not observed. Combinatorial changes in capacity and pathway activation, however, led to different intracellular flux states that enabled evolution in three of the four parallel cases tested. The molecular bases of the evolved phenotypes were then elucidated by global mRNA transcript analyses. Activation of latent pathways and flux changes in the tricarboxylic acid cycle were found to correlate well with molecular changes at the transcriptional level. Flux alterations in other central metabolic pathways, in contrast, were apparently not connected to changes in the transcriptional network. These results give new insight into the dynamics of the evolutionary process by demonstrating the flexibility of the metabolic network of E. coli to compensate for genetic perturbations and the utility of combining multiple high throughput data sets to differentiate between causal and noncausal mechanistic changes.